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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

This project discovers the implementation of Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) for forecasting weather based on past relevant data. Neural network is 

constructed using empirical network architecture and (17) training types. They are 

such as BFGS quasi-Newton backpropagation, Cyclical order incremental training 

w/learning functions, Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation, Resilient 

backpropagation and others. The ANN has been trained using 2008 weather data and 

tested with data year 2009. As result, the system has successfully generating accuracy 

up to 78.69% for quantitative precipitation (QP) prediction. Analysis on time 

consumption of all those training types is made and shows that Resilient 

backpropagation with 1.92s training time consumption is the fastest and Cyclical 

order incremental training w/learning functions with 463.215s is the slowest. This 

project concluded that ANN is an alternative method in controlling and understanding 

the way of non-linear set of data and variables to become mutually correlated with 

each other.  It is a powerful yet significant method in embedding intelligent system 

into application for meteorological tools.  
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

 Projek ini menyingkap pelaksanaan Artificial Neural Network (ANN) untuk 

ramalan cuaca berdasarkan data-data masa lalu yang berkaitan. Jaringan saraf dibina 

dengan menggunakan binaan rangkaian yang dijana secara empirik dan (17) jenis 

latihan. Ianya adalah seperti BFGS quasi-Newton backpropagation, agar Cyclical 

order incremental training w/learning functions, Levenberg-Marquardt 

backpropagation, Resilient backpropagation dan lain-lain. ANN telah dilatih dengan 

menggunakan data cuaca 2008 dan diuji dengan data tahun 2009. Hasilnya, sistem ini 

telah Berjaya menghasilkan ketepatan sehingga 78.69% untuk ramalan kuantitatif 

curahan hujan (QP). Analisis tempoh latihan semua jenis fungsi latihan dibuat dan 

menunjukkan bahawa Resilient backpropagation dengan 1.92s tempoh latihan adalah 

yang terpantas sementara Cyclical order incremental training w/learning functions 

dengan 463.215s adalah yang paling lambat. Projek ini menyimpulkan bahawa ANN 

merupakan salah satu alternatif dalam mengendalikan dan memahami cara non-linear 

set data dan pembolehubah untuk menjadi saling berkorelasi satu sama lain. Ini adalah 

kaedah yang signifikan dan mantap dalam memasukan sistem cerdas, AI dalam 

aplikasi peralatan kajicuaca. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.1 Project Background 

 

  Over decades, the development of intelligence system demand highly 

discovery in many prospect of human life. All of it has the purpose to facilitate with 

accurate, fastest, and reliable services for the maximum convenient for the user. 

Machines evolved from hard to the soft computation, from black-and-white language 

of Boolean logic to fuzzy sets and artificial neural network. The very question asked 

in the early 1940s „whether machines can think‟ brings to the merge of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). Until today, branches of AI have widely grown in many aspect of 

human life. 

  It was since at least the nineteenth century that human start attempted to 

predict the weather. Probability of precipitation (PoP) is waited as news everyday. It 

is extremely important for many decision makers due all sensitive activities to 

precipitate occurrences. Quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) is the amount or 

quantity of prediction at the particular area. Precipitation can be in many forms from 

rain to snow to hail to sleet [12].  They each fall from the clouds in the sky to the 

ground. In this work, the data of rainfall at Kuantan area is considered as the 

parameter. It can identify the potential of heavy precipitation which favouring to 

hydrologic interest such as for flash flood prediction and other alike. Precipitation is 

measured using rain gauge. This natur phenomenon is always seems to be fluctuating 
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in event and not easily predicted. Thus, the need of intelligent system is crucial in 

this field.  

 

Figure 1.1: Biological Neural Network 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Biological Neural Network schematic diagram 

   

 

 

  This project is about to focus on Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that is a 

model of reasoning basic information-processing units, called neurons. This network 

was inspired by the actual human neuron interconnection system which exhibit the 

most powerful information network that work much faster than the fastest computers 
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in existence today. It is applying a mathematical model alike that neuroscientist 

believes the actual brain cell might work. Generally, ANN consists of multiple 

artificial neuron layers which can be interconnected in different ways for different 

types of data processing.  

 

   ANN neuron model i.e. architecture and training type are modified to find 

the best trained network for the forecasting. ANN has the ability to learn from the 

environment (input and output pairs), self organise its structure, and adapt to it in an 

interactive manner. Specifically, in this project the daily rainfall, mean temperature, 

relative humidity and mean wind for Kuantan area is train using several types of 

neural network.  Finally, a QP for 24 hour mean rainfall (mm) of Kuantan area‟s GUI 

is developed. Data of 2008 weather, provided by Malaysian Meteorology 

Department is utilised during the investigation. 

  For those purpose, massive calculation involved. Thus, MATLAB R2007a 

software which offers tools to capture the best ANN configuration for weather 

forecasting purpose is used. 

 

 

 

1.2 Project Objectives  

 

  The purpose of this project is to apply Artificial Neural Network system for 

forecasting activity. Data provided by Malaysia Meteorology Department is as 

suitable for rainfall occurrence prediction. Thus, this project is carried out with the 

following objectives:- 

 

i. To examine the theory of neural network in weather forecasting field 

ii. To make analysis and identify the best configuration of neural network for QP 

occurrence 

iii. To set up Graphical User Interface, GUI of QP using ANN system 
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1.3 Project Scope 

  There are three scopes set up to guide this project toward its objectives. The 

scopes are summarized as follow:- 

i. Generate neural network based FeedForward Backpropagation (FFBP) 

algorithm for weather data of Kuantan Area using data of year 2008.  

Hidden layer and training types are the manipulated variables. The fixed 

variable is the data types that are, mean temperature, relative humidity and 

mean wind while the resulting variable is the QP accuracy. 

 

ii. Search and analysis performance network for given data by manipulating the 

network architecture that are the nodes, number hidden layer besides training 

type. The regression plots are plot as result. All this activities is done using 

MATLAB R2007a. 

 

iii. Generate offline graphical user interface using MATLAB R2007a for rainfall 

forecasting against Kuantan, Pahang area that would allow user to test data 

using the best trained networks by difference training types.   

 

 

 

 

1.4 Problem Statement 

 

  Malaysia is located in Tropical Zone. The characteristic features of the 

climate of Malaysia are uniform temperature, high humidity and copious rainfall and 

they arise mainly from the maritime exposure of the country. Winds are generally 

light. It is also spared from natural disasters such as earthquakes and typhoons but 

still not immune to climatic problems. Tragedies such flash floods, heavy 

thunderstorms, drought, erosion and haze occurred every year.   
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Figure 1.3: People affected by natural disaster, global region, 1991-2000 and 

2001-2008 (Source: EM-DAT) 

 

 

 

  According to statistic, for Asia and the Pacific, 2008 From January to 

September 2008, a total of 28 disasters caused by natural hazards affected more than 

101 million people, killed more than 223,000 and caused more than $103 billion in 

economic damage. Efforts have already being made to adopt the multi model 

numerical weather forecasting system. Obviously, there are multiple alternative to 

predict weather. Typical instrument and equipment with various sensor detecting 

climate changing demand high costing and would not always suitable to implement 

in all application. The derivation of soft computing, mathematical expression 

especially in intelligent system provide other more cost effective relatively to 

detecting natural phenomenon pattern.  

 

  With weather forecast system damages can be minimize. Hence, this project 

is a good approach in experimenting non-linear data to provide simple summary and 

general information on neural network implementation in weather forecasting and 

the best to expose newbie in ANN forecasting field. It thus, would give another 

perspective of forecasting alternative to in real life. 
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Figure 1.4: Floods at Kangkar Tebrau Village, Johor Bahru on Dicember 2006  

(Source: The Star) 

 

 

 

1.5 Thesis Outline  

  

  Overall, this thesis is divided into (5) chapters. Each chapter provide texts 

elaboration with visual aid graphical representation.  In introduction chapter, the 

general information about this project is discussed which include introduction, 

project objective, project scope and also problem statement. 

 

  Next is the literature review chapter. Here ANN and its application in 

forecasting are elaborate. Besides several outcomes of recent ANN research or 

project are also includes.  

  

  Methodology chapter discuss about the how this project done. With the aid of 

graphical representation system in block diagram and flow chart, the methodology 

was explained. Programming codes and how the project done stage by stage using 

MATLAB has also been touch in these pages.  

  

  For result and analysis chapter, the result of each stage is shown. Here the 

discussions cover comparison of training types towards accuracy and also the 

technique used in developing GUI. 
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  Lastly is the conclusion and recommendation. In this chapter conclusion 

responding the objectives of this project are stated. It is also included with (3) 

recommendation for improvement if possible may apply for the next research or 

project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 
2.1  Introduction 

 

  Intelligence is the ability to learn and understand, to solve problems and to 

make decisions [13].  AI is first discovered 1940s as machines do things that would 

require human intelligent. In the modern era of neural network research at 1943, 

Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts proposed McCulloch-Pitts Theory of Formal 

Neural Networks. It was a model of artificial neural networks which each neuron was 

postulated as being in binary state or either on or off. This discovery was inspired 

from the central nervous system research done by McCulloch and from the young 

mathematical prodigy, Pitts [5].  

  

  From that, in 1949 the new development in neural network technology 

arrived in with a book, "The Organization of Behavior" written by Donald Hebb. 

This book validating and make further reinforced McCulloch-Pitts's theory about 

neurons and how they work. In 1951, Marvin Minsky from New York is the first 

person who invent first neural machine [5].  

 

  The evolution of this technology brought to the development of ideas in such 

field as knowledge representation, learning algorithms, neural computing and 

computing 
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with words. A professor from University of California at Berkeley, Lotfi Zadeh first 

discover about fuzzy logic in 1960s [2]. Turn out of that, Alan Turing in 1970s 

introduced the neural computing and artificial neural network (ANN). After that, the 

evolutionary of computing with words begin at late 1980s until today.  

 

  This chapter are going to discuss the literature review about element that been 

use in this project. The purpose of it is to give an overview or state of knowledge on 

neural network. 

 

 

 

2.2 Biological Neuron Network 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic Biological Neuron 

 

 

 

 The human brain incorporates nearly 10 billion neurons and 60 trillion 

connections, synapses, between them. By using multiple neurons simultaneously, the 

brain can perform its functions much faster than the fastest computers in existing 

today.  
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 In biological neuron, the main components are the dendrites (bush of thin 

fibers), cell body (soma cell), axon and synapse. Interconnection between neuron to 

its neighborhood is done by dendrites. Signals are propagated by complex 

electrochemical reactions. Chemical substances released from the synapses cause a 

change in the electrical potential of the cell body. As the potential reaches its 

threshold, an electrical pulse, action potential, is sent down through the axon. The 

pulse spreads out and eventually reaches synapses, causing them to increase or 

decrease their potential. Neural network posed plasticity characteristic. Neuron can 

also form new connections with other neuron and the entire neuron can also migrate 

from one place to another. Neurons leading to the „right answer‟ are strengthened 

while those leading to the „wrong answer‟ weaken. As result, neural network have 

the ability to learn through experience. 

 

 

 

2.3 Artificial Neural Network 

 

Artificial neural network (ANN) consists of number of very simple and highly 

interconnected processors, also called neurons, which are analogous to the biological 

neurons in the brain. The neurons are connected by weighted links passing signals 

from one neuron to another. Each neuron receives number of inputs but only provide 

single output. 

 

  There were (5) main factors that influencing the speed and memory 

consumption in Neural Network toolbox. There are listed below: [6] 

i. Complexity of the problem, 

ii. Number of data points in the training set, 

iii. Number of weights and biases in the network, 

iv. Error goal, and 

v. Whether the network is being used for pattern recognition (discriminant 

analysis) or function approximation (regression) 

 

 


